Lifetime Activity Photo Assessment
http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/PE‐380/10150095046040599?ref=nf
Directions:
Students will choose an activity that was performed in class last Thursday, and create an explanation of
a photograph focusing on the activity.
Explanation should include:
‐Name of the activity
‐What type of area the activity needs to be played on. Also list local facilities the activity can be played.
‐Do you need to be with partners or in a group?
‐What type of equipment needs to be used to play the activity?
‐Briefly explain the scoring system and rules used when playing the activity.
Please thread this assignment through the discussion board!

Example:
‐Name of the activity: Bag Toss
‐What type of area the activity needs to be played on:
May be played anywhere at anytime. This is a great yard game ... See More
‐Do you need to be with partners or in a group?
Yes you need to have a partner and you are playing against another set of partners.
‐What type of equipment needs to be used to play the activity?
Beanbags and beanbag toss boards
‐Briefly explain the scoring system and rules used when playing the activity.
If a beanbag is thrown in to the circle on the board it is counted as three points. If a beanbag lands and
stays on the top of the board it is worth one point. Points are canceled out if the other team scores on
the board. For example if my team makes one in the circle and one on the board; the other team makes
two in the circle; they would have two points. Games are played up to 21 points. If a team goes over 21
they then go back down to 17 points. You must get exactly 21 points to win.
Picture 2 of 30 (please include this since we can't post pictures in the discussion‐ Also post in the
comments section under the photo)

